
 

 

Thanks for purchasing  XTROS 9Drive THROTTLE CONTROLLER. 

Installation 

Located above your pedal is a plug in play wire harness, you remove the harness from the pedal. Some 

harness may have securing clip you simply get small flat head screw driver and lift the clip away. You then 

attach the 9Drive, It can only go on 1 way, Once on the pedal you reconnect the original harness onto the 

9drive. Its simple plug and play, you dont need to remove the pedal etc, the image below is just showing you 

how to connect 

 

 

FUNCTION  

1. 9Drive Simply operates by increasing the sensitive of the pedal response in fly by wire accelerators 

2. F1 COMFORTABEL MODE - With inbuilt levels 1-9 

  F2 SPORTS MODE With inbuilt levels 1-9 

  F3 RACING MODE/NOR With inbuilt levels 1-9 

  ORIGINAL MODE  

  ECONOMICAL FUEL MODE, 

 

3. Each level F1 to F3 is designed for different styles of driving, EG if you want max repsonse from your car 

you would it F3 Level 9 (F3.9) by simply pressing mode and then up. 

4. The sense of  the acceleration is classified subtly from strong to weak 

5. To better identify automatic gear or manual gear, the last letter of each mode shows H/R to distinguish the 

different gears. Drivers can set gears based on the driving habits. 



 

 

F1 Comfort mode : increases the rate of a reaction of the bleeding shutter, Smooth accelerating. (1-9 

adjustable) 

F2 Sport Mode: improve the instant acceleration and turning(cornering) abilities, to achieve the best 

acceleration effect . (1-9 adjustable) 

F3 Racing Mode : Achieve the Superior  acceleration performance and make it feels like in the Racing-Field. 

(1-9 adjustable) 

Adjust the mode by pressing the Mode key,  

long press “▲”3 second, the display controller will shows AAA AUTOSTICK (AT) mode. 

Long press “▼” 3 second, the display controller will shows HHH Manual (AT) mode. 

Normal mode(Nor): Back to the Normal control mode. 

EC Fuel-saving mode.: Can achieve the best Fuel-efficient mode, about 8% fuel saving. 

Trouble Shooting 

4.  If installed in the wrong direction, it will cause the accelerator invalid and the warning light of  

   engine will be on. If in this situation, don't worry, 9drive has the internal protection circuit, which      

   will prevent harm to the ECU. Please shut off the engine and disassemble the system, wait for two  

   minutes (wait for the protection circuit to back to its normal state. Then, inst all and start the system  

   according to the right way (If there is still a engine  

    Warning light, user can consult with the agents to clear the faults ). 

 

 


